Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results

This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in making a sound decision.

Name: Daniel VandenBerge

Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 7.3, Ladd and DeGroot (2003), "Recommended practice for soft ground site characterization," Proc. of 12th Panamerican Conf. on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engrg., MIT, Cambridge, MA, 55 pp.

Report generated on: 02-12-2014 at : 21:44:40

Based on the information you provided:

Factor 1

Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 2

Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 3

Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 4

Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use
Draft 09/01/2009

(Questions? Concerns? Contact Gail McMillan, Director of the Digital Library and Archives at Virginia Tech's University Libraries: gailmac@vt.edu)

(Please ensure that Javascript is enabled on your browser before using this tool.)

Virginia Tech ETD Fair Use Analysis Results

This is not a replacement for professional legal advice but an effort to assist you in making a sound decision.

Name: Daniel VandenBerge

Description of item under review for fair use: Figure 7.1, Ladd and DeGroot (2003), "Recommended practice for soft ground site characterization," Proc. of 12th Panamerican Conf. on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engrg., MIT, Cambridge, MA 55 pp.

Report generated on: 04-01-2014 at : 21:26:16

Based on the information you provided:

Factor 1

Your consideration of the purpose and character of your use of the copyright work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 2

Your consideration of the nature of the copyrighted work you used weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 3

Your consideration of the amount and substantiality of your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Factor 4

Your consideration of the effect or potential effect on the market after your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use

Based on the information you provided, your use of the copyrighted work weighs: in favor of fair use